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fabricate



We used to think of our responsibility as 

delivering and managing roads, sidewalks, 

streetlights, bridges, tunnels, tracks – the hard 

infrastructure of cities. And we did this on a 

decadal time scale.

Now code is the new concrete, the infrastructure 

is algorithmic and the city must deliver it 

instantaneously.

Seleta Reynolds, General Manager, LA DOT
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You and I
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MaaS Platform

You and I
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monopoly

service inefficiency

consumer vs. societal outcomes

data science



mobility as a service provider



mobility as a service provider

ecosystem



data science

today tomorrow



you and I

mesh-y MaaS



you and I

transaction space

is infrastructure

mesh-y MaaS



building meshy-y MaaS

who?
digital ID

what?
open, standard and mandatory API-served data

where?
common data syntax for spatial representation



regulate



code mediates, curates and adjudicates more and 

more consequential decisions in our lives



algorithmic governance and 

</regulatory code>



delivering desired outcomes in a 

world run by code



algorithms govern… but they are not government



is regulation algo-ready?



Government: regulate and forget



Private sector: innovate and re-make



21st Century Regs: guide and iterate



algorithmic governance: 3 strategies



1. machine-readable regulatory code

insert the public will into the code   



2. regulating by algorithm

code that undertakes specific regulatory functions



3. regulating algorithms

including algorithmic impact assessment



allocate



parking city pick-up/drop-off city 



parking city PUDO city



city userX





the curb: vehicle storage



curbs as flexible, dynamic, 

self-adjusting spaces



Taxi/ride serviceGoods delivery Goods delivery

the curb: flexible use zone



how do cities communicate regulatory intent? 



code the curb



machine-readable regulatory code



new regulatory language/syntax



receive  sufficient data to carry out public 

mandate

….

make and push out machine-readable rules 

regarding the use of public assets





measure the productivity of curb use and manage 

these assets accordingly



curb productivity index

San Francisco Curb Study, Fehr&Peers, Uber, 2018

number of pick-ups and drop-offs (PUDOs)

per

unit of linear curb distance

per

hour



curb productivity index
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curb productivity index
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make room for public transport, ride services and 

freight delivery at the curb where (and when)  this 

aligns with strategic priorities





make room for new uses and users when this aligns 

with policy objectives



anticipate revenue impacts of shifting from parking 

to pick-up and drop-off



“curb-kiss” pricing to manage demand
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